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Introduction
With the rise of voice services like Amazon Alexa, voice is fast-becoming a common user interface.
Customers of all ages are using their voice to play games, get the latest news, and control their
smart home devices. People are embracing voice-ﬁrst user interfaces because they are natural,
conversational, and user-centric. A great voice experience allows for the many ways people might
express meaning and intent. It is rich and ﬂexible. Because of this, building for the voice isn’t the
same as building graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for the web or mobile.

https://developer.amazon.com/alexa-skills-kit/rewards
With every big shift
in human-computer interaction, we ﬁrst apply the design concepts of the
https://developer.amazon.com/alexa-skills-kit/rewards

previous generation to the new technology. We eventually adapt to create new design patterns
that take advantage of the control surface. When we added a mouse, we ﬁrst came up with
complicated shortcut-key schemas. When we added touch, we ﬁrst treated taps like simple clicks
instead of fuller gestures. When we added voice, we ﬁrst saw it as a replacement for a keyboard
and tapping controls instead of embracing its potential to enable conversational interactions.

In order to evolve from building voice keyboards to creating truly conversational, voice-ﬁrst
experiences, you ﬁrst need to embrace the principles of voice design. You can’t simply add
voice to your app and call it a voice experience; you have to reimagine the entire experience
from a voice-ﬁrst perspective. Designing for voice is diﬀerent from designing for screens.
There are subtle but potent diﬀerences to consider. Here are four design patterns that are
unique to voice-ﬁrst interactions:

1. Be adaptable: Let users speak in their own words
2. Be personal: Individualize your entire interaction
3. Be available: Collapse your menus; make all options top-level
4. Be relatable: Talk with them, not at them

Learn and adopt these design patterns in order to create a rich voice-ﬁrst experience that
users ﬁnd engaging.
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Be Adaptable: Let Users Speak in Their Own Words
User experience designers work hard to make things easy to learn. But at the end of the day, it is
the users who are required to learn and often change their ways to use the technology. Think
about how smartphone users rarely switch from one phone type to another. Or how most people
use a qwerty keyboard versus a dvorak keyboard. They’ve had to learn the UI and don’t want to
have to learn another from scratch.

When you’re building experiences for mobile or the web, you present a singular UI to all users.
You, the designer, pick things like text, icons, controls, and layout. Then the users leverage their
internal pattern matching and natural-language-understanding (NLU) engine, their brain, to make
sense of the UI you’ve laid out and act accordingly. A simple but common example is the “OK”
button on your app or site. Before clicking on the button, users will scan the whole page, looking
for what they want to do. In this moment, they apply their own language-understanding criteria
and determine that “OK” is the highest conﬁdence match to what they want to do. Once they click,
the OK function is called.
https://www.amazon.com/Underscore-ResearchLLC-The-Feeder/dp/B01AKT2H5G/ref=sr_1_1?s=
digital-skills&ie=UTF8&qid=1505099757&sr=11&keywords=dog+feede

In voice-ﬁrst interactions, the OK function still exists, but it is called an intent—what user wants
to accomplish. The diﬀerence is that in voice, there is no screen of options for the user to scan,
no button labeled “OK” to guide them. This means that users lack this navigational guidance.
However, it also means they don’t have to bend to the technology.

When we speak, we likely won’t say “OK” every time or perhaps at all; we might instead say, “next,”
“now what,” “yep,” “let's do it,” “sounds good,” “got it,” “super,” “roger that,” and so on. In voice,
these phrases are called utterances, and a conversational UI will accommodate all of these
responses. Through automatic speech recognition (ASR) and natural language understanding
(NLU), voice services like Alexa will resolve them to an “OK” intent.

The key diﬀerence with voice is that Alexa is providing the NLU, not the user. That means the
designer’s job shifts from picking the one label that works best for everyone to providing a range
of utterances to train the NLU engine. The technology must bend to the user. That’s because we
all have our unique style of speech, and without visual guidelines to constrain us into uniformity,
our inputs will vary greatly.
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This isn’t to say that voice-ﬁrst UIs can’t provide clues and guidelines for the user. For example,
it may share a list of things users can say in order to help us get started. However, the experience
should not feel limiting or predestined; one of the strengths of voice experiences is its
conversational nature and its ability to accommodate human tendencies such as emotions,
personality, and variety. People should be able to simply talk as they do in everyday life; they
should be able to say, “Please turn oﬀ the lights,” “Turn oﬀ the lights,” and “Good night.”
https://www.amazon.com/GeekGirl-Marketing

This means unlike-and-App-Development/dp/B019YOO6R0/ref
a singular graphical user interface, a voice-ﬁrst UI needs to account for the
=sr_1_1?s=digital-skills&ie=UTF8&qid=15051
00161&sr=1-1&keywords=daily+aﬃrmation

many paths that a user may reach the same destination. While a GUI’s ambition is to enable
customers to learn the interface once and use many times over, a voice-ﬁrst UI’s ambition is to
make it so customers never have to learn the UI since it allows the customers to set the course.
https://www.amazon.com/The-Magic-DoorLLC/dp/B01BMUU6JQ/ref=sr_1_1?s=digitalskills&ie=UTF8&qid=1505100193&sr=1-1&
keywords=the+magic+door

https://www.amazon.com/Voice-Apps-LLCRelaxation-Sounds/dp/B06XBXR97N/ref=sr
_1_2?s=digital-skills&ie=UTF8&qid=15053
48708&sr=1-2&keywords=sleep+sounds

https://www.amazon.com/Voice-Apps-LLCRelaxation-Sounds/dp/B06XBXR97N/ref=sr
_1_2?s=digital-skills&ie=UTF8&qid=15053
48708&sr=1-2&keywords=sleep+sounds
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Be Personal: Individualize Your Entire Interaction
It’s important to create a personal experience for users, no matter what your form factor.
However, the way we accomplish this in voice-ﬁrst UIs is diﬀerent from the way we achieve this
for screen interactions. For example, on the web or mobile, you might have a single UI that
dynamically surfaces personal content such as music preferences. In voice interactions, in addition
to personal content, the interaction itself must be personalized. This is because a singular
interaction for all users, even with dynamic content, will feel robotic and sterile rather than
authentic and approachable. Voice-ﬁrst interactions should oﬀer richer design. They should be
predictable yet varied and delightful.

The simplest implementation of this is to greet your user with a random welcome. Instead of
saying, “Hello,” every time, you can say, “Howdy,” “Welcome back,” “Happy Friday,” “How goes it?”
and so on, depending on the tone you want to set. More sophisticated voice-ﬁrst experiences will
have a memory. At ﬁrst, users need help understanding the scope of the experience that you
oﬀer and what they can do. So, the ﬁrst experience might be more verbose. Over time, users will
want to get right into the action; they won’t want to hear the long introduction every time they
visit, and your welcome message should evolve to match expectations.

An experience with memory would enable users to pick things up right where they left oﬀ. It
would also get to know the user better over time. It might greet users with “Welcome back, Paul,”
“Wow, you've been here to work out eight days in a row. Crushing it! Would you like your normal
one-minute workout, or are you up for trying 90-second yoga?” or “Welcome back. Last time you
were here, you were on question 12 of your SAT prep. Would you like to continue or start over?”
Each of these is personable and respectful of what the user has done in the past.
https://developer.amazon.com/designing-for-voice/what-alexa-says/

Think about how our relationships with each other evolve over time, and how our conversations

https://alexa.design/welcomemessage
also advance to match. If you’ve talked to someone many times over and he or she returns

to asking rudimentary questions you’ve already covered in previous interactions, you’d likely
feel unheard and, as a result, become unengaged. Likewise, if your conversations with an
acquaintance consists of the same questions or ﬂow every single time, your enjoyment will
become more automatic over time. While we prefer consistent GUIs, we have low tolerance for
repeat voice interactions. Therefore, it is appropriate to remain predictable and concise yet also
surprising and delightful when designing voice-ﬁrst UIs.
© 2018 Amazon.com, Inc., or its aﬃliates
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Be Available: Collapse Your Menus;
Make All Options Top-Level
When we design for the screen, it’s important to determine what's surfaced at the top level and
what gets organized into menus or a similar information architecture. This is because there are
a limited number of pixels and visual concepts that we surface at once. A GUI’s information
architecture eﬀectively sets the customer’s path. The menus set the hierarchy, surfacing the
most important buckets as top-level navigation and nesting the less important items within
those menus. On the screen, pixels are the scarcity, and this constraint makes hierarchical menus
mandatory; not every item can live at the top level. More importantly, presenting too many options
at once adds a cognitive load on the user.

With voice UIs, the opposite is true. Hierarchical menus don’t help the user; they constrain what
they can users can do in the moment and they add cognitive load to ﬁgure out how the experience
is organized. In order to enable conversational, freeform interactions, voice-ﬁrst UIs require a
diﬀerent arrangement of their features, with all available options presented at the top level.

Imagine a banking app that includes the ability for users to look up the routing number. This is an
important piece of information but something users will only rarely need. In an app, the best way
to present this information would be via a menu system. In voice, the opposite is true. You'd never
https://developer.amazon.com/public/solutions

want the user to have to say, “Ask Bank of Redmond for: menu, /alexa/alexa-skills-kit/docs/conﬁgure-permissio
menu, menu, routing number.”
ns-for-customer-information-in-your-skill
Instead, you’d want to enable the user to simply say, “Ask Bank of Redmond for my routing
https://developer.amazon.com/blogs/alexa/

post/0fbd9756-6ea0-43d5-b213-873ede1
number.” In other words, the routing number intent is now presented at the top level.
This doesn't
b0595/tips-for-successfully-adding-account
-linking-to-your-alexa-skill

add cognitive load because users aren’t seeing all the options presented at once. In fact, it allows
for more serendipitous discovery because they can simply try things that are reasonable to expect
https://developer.amazon.com/public/solutioxa/alexa-skills-kit/docs/linking-an-alexa-user-with-a-user-in-your-system
from an experience like this.

While menus add depth to GUIs, they introduce friction to voice-ﬁrst UIs. Voice interactions
should instead oﬀer their experience at the top level—without the need to learn its
information architecture.

© 2018 Amazon.com, Inc., or its aﬃliates
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Be Relatable: Talk with Them, Not at Them
As we’ve discussed, GUIs are inherently inﬂexible; users have to ﬁrst learn how to navigate them
before they can use them to ﬁnd what they need. A good GUI is one that clearly presents itself in
an understandable and usable way. It presents a consistent path each time so users can habitually
perform the task and achieve the same goal every time in minimal time. It is declarative and
inherently non-cooperative.

A good voice-ﬁrst UI is cooperative because conversations are cooperative. As linguist Paul Grice
stated in his cooperative principle, participants of a conversation cooperate in order to achieve
mutual conversational ends. In other words, both participants look beyond the explicit statements
to explore the implicit meaning in order to help advance the conversation.

This cooperative spirit carries over to voice user interfaces. If the user says, “I’d like to get a gigantic
dog,” the VUI might respond with, “I have several large dog breeds in mind. Would you prefer more
of a family doghttp://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb
or guard dog?” That response indicates implicit conﬁrmation that “gigantic” was
/latest/developerguide/Introduction.html
understood. The response also asks a forward-moving question in an attempt to help the user
narrow down the choices.

Behind the scenes here, we are looking to gather values like {size} and {temperament}. The size

https://alexa.design/clearexpectations

our database or API requires is large, med, and small. But rather than saying, “You must now say
large, med, or small. What size do you want?” the VUI understands that large has synonym words

https://developer.amazon.com/alexa-skills-kit/big-nerd-ranch/alexa-implementing-persistence

or phrases like “huge,” “gigantic,” “waist-high,”“as big as a pony,” “that my daughter can ride,” and
so on. In this way, you can match what a person will say (“medium” or a synonym thereof) to what
your API expects (“med”).
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Additionally, voice-ﬁrst experience should account for situations where the user overanswers or
answers a diﬀerent question. For example, if the prompt is “Where would you like to go?” and the
answer is “I'd like to go to Portland for some kayaking,” or even “kayaking,” the next prompt should
not be, “What would you like to do there?” The user already provided “kayaking” as the activity.

In screen UIs, a wizard is a fairly common metaphor for asking users for information in a
constrained and linear path. In voice, users will provide information in the way they think is most
appropriate. Where you might use a wizard or a form in GUI, in voice, you’ll want to use dialog
management to manage the state and ﬂow of the conversation. In other words, instead of talking
at users the same way each time whether they understand or not, voice-ﬁrst UIs talk with them and
cooperatively carry the interaction forward.

https://www.amazon.com/Sony-PicturesTelevision-Jeopardy/dp/B019G0M2WS/ref
=sr_1_1?s=digital-skills&ie=UTF8&qid=15
05352562&sr=1-1&keywords=jeopardy

https://alexa.design/dynamiccontent
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Build for Voice, the UI of the Future
These four design principles are fundamental to rich and compelling voice-ﬁrst interactions;
however, they are just the start. Explore the Amazon Alexa Voice Design Guide to dive deeper into
the principles and to start designing your own interaction.

We are in the early days of voice technology. Join the pioneers who are redeﬁning the way people
interact with technology via voice. Help the community and the industry discover the design
https://developer.amazon.
https://aws.amazon
patterns that will shape conversational interactions. Start building with the Alexa com/alexa-skills-kit/rewards
Skills Kit (ASK), a
.com/cloudfront/

collection of self-service APIs, tools, documentation, and code samples that makes it fast and
easy for anyone to build skills. Make Alexa smarter and reach customers where they are through
tens of millions of Alexa-enabled devices. And earn money for engaging skills that customers love
through the Alexa Developer Rewards program.

https://aws.amazon.
com/dynamodb/
Start creating now and help shape the UI of the future.

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/
lambda/latest/dg/limits.html

Additional Resources
https://quicksight.aws/
https://aws.ama
zon.com/redshift/
Alexa Skills Kit:

An Introduction

Find Us on Social
https://aws.amazon
.com/redshift/

Twitter: @AlexaDevs, @PaulCutsinger

Alexa Skills Kit: Quick Start Guide

Facebook: Alexa Developers

Skills Templates and Tutorials

LinkedIn: Amazon Alexa Developers

Amazon Alexa Voice Design Guide

YouTube: Alexa Developers

Alexa Developer Rewards
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